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Unions date back to the 14th century and collective bargaining was outlawed  
until the 19th century.  These unions banded together to improve working  
conditions, wages, and to acknowledge the skills of their members.  Since that 
time, all workers have benefitted from the unions to achieve common goals that 
included maintaining or improving the conditions of their employment.  We owe 
these unions of the past to continue the fight for the rights of all who have followed 
in their footsteps. 

  

Now, after 27 years of the present union administration, it is time to bring in a new and strong  
leadership to rebuild from the domination of past practices to a new beginning of locals that were 
merged together on the pretext of a stronger union.  Voting for a new slate of officers for your union 
will mean a real change.  It is time to give us back our voice and create an environment that is  
member-driven rather than dictated by a too-powerful central administration. 

  

It is apparent more and more, members are losing faith in unions.  There is a wave of distrust in the 
good that unions achieve not only for their members but for all workers.  This distrust is apparent 
with the erosion of our rights to collective bargaining and representation.  It is time to elect new  
leaders who see their responsibilities are to the members, not leaders who believe the members  
are not entitled to fair and equal representation.  Our voices need to be heard as a deciding factor in 
decision-making.   

  

I am running because I believe in the strength of the members to be self-directed in achieving goals 
important to all members equally without prejudice.  In my 34 years of union membership, I have 
worked diligently to establish meaningful relationships at all levels.  I will continue striving to build a 
strong union which represents all members.   

  

I’m asking you to vote to bring in a new day with new leadership where we can once again get  
members to understand what unions stand for – an organization that strives to improve the working 
lives of all its members in a fair and impartial way.  We believe in the worker’s rights to collective 
bargaining for wage increases, benefits, workplace safety, rules on governing hiring and promotional 
opportunities for all workers need to be protected – this is an important part our bargaining power.   

  

As your First Vice President, like in my Chief Steward position, I believe those on this slate, as well 
as myself, will lead and represent you in this fight to win rights for our members who make up the 
99%. 


